Case Study: Mesker Park Zoo &
Botanical Gardens

Mesker Park Zoo Kills Odors while Protecting Animals

Application: Odor Control
Key Highlights
Problem: Odor control in indoor
animal exhibits
Solution: CosaTron Series
1000 Units
Results: 80% reduction in
outside air contribution
So effective that the gift
shop and offices were
housed in the same
building

Housing animals from around the world, the Mesker Park Zoo in Evansville,
with 67 acres of usable space, is the oldest largest zoo in Indiana. Besides
animals from Brazil, Kenya, Nepal, India, Africa and Alaska, Mesker Park
has recently added the “Australian Outback.” Here you can enjoy seeing
Red Kangaroos, Bennett’s Wallabies, Kookaburra, Emu and Brush Turkeys
in a natural outdoor setting simulating the Australian Outback without ever
leaving Indiana. In 2008 the zoo finished a major expansion including the
$15 million tropical Rainforest exhibit and a new entry complex. The new
exhibit drew more than 38,000 visitors in its first month. One of two existing
lakes in the zoo was filled in to make way for the exhibit, which added more
than 150 animals to the zoo’s animal population.
There are more than 700 animals at Mesker Park Zoo that walk, waddle,
jump, slither, slide and fly. Mesker Park has so many “kids” that it costs
$80,000 a year just to feed them. Many animals at Mesker Park Zoo are
endangered species. Because of the problems today with over development
of and razing of forests, water supply diversion, manufactured chemicals,
illegal poaching and the ever-changing Mother Nature, many animals are
in danger of becoming extinct. To help prevent this very serious species
extinction, Mesker Park Zoo is a member of a unique computerized dating
service. Unlike human dating services where you pick out your date based
on photographs or video images, the zoo uses old-fashioned match making
based solely on genetics. The Species Survival Plan (SSP) provides genetic
diversity without the fear of inbreeding. The SSP’s goal is to be able to
support endangered species in zoos for at least the next 200 years.
Officially opening in the spring of 1993, the pride of Mesker Park Zoo is
the new 10,800 sq. ft. Discovery Center. Also known as the Rainforest
Conservation Building, this million-dollar complex is the result of ten years
of hard work and planning. According to Ted Grannan, Mesker Park Zoo
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Assistant Director, the concept of tile building was to
provide a place where you could not only view the
animals, but be educated about species survival and
ecological problems in today’s world - particularly the
Rainforest and conservation issues. The Discovery
Center’s Auditorium is used for everything from wildlife
art exhibits (even an Andy Warhol Endangered Species
series) to educational programs for all age groups.
Summer keeps it occupied with the Summer Safari Day
Camp for children.
The H20 exhibit illustrates how essential water is to
the Rainforest and to our everyday lives. This exhibit
consists of 600 gallons of simulated Rainforest – and
includes some of the 2,400 species of fish from the
Amazon River. Many of these are common aquarium
fish illustrating still another link between the Rainforest
and us. When designing this new facility, a key question
was how to deal with the wide variety of odors expected
to be present. Several meetings took place between Ted
Grannan, Mesker Park Zoo, and the architects, engineers
and consultants. Jim Cahall of Climate Conditioning,
Louisville, Kentucky, presented an ideal solution to their
indoor air quality problem - CosaTron. CosaTron is a
unique system of air contamination control.
CosaTron is not a filter. It is not an ionizing type device,
nor does it generate ozone or cause radio frequency
interference. CosaTron products consist of a power
generator and an electrode assembly installed with an
effective air filtration system. CosaTron is an air filtration
enhancement device scientifically tested and proven
capable of controlling the odors and other contaminants
found in animal storage facilities. Problems specific
to this type of environment include deposition and
residual odors. Although the cages and animal
holding areas are cleaned daily, residual odors,
especially ammonia components, can come
from urine, feces, food, and wood chips
used as bedding.

the filters and removed. Independent scientific tests
demonstrate that CosaTron reduces and controls invisible
contaminants found in 98% of filtered air. It is these
contaminants – smaller than one micron in size – that
cause odor build-up and can also cause bacterial and
fungal growth.
Animals contributing to the odors in the Discovery
Center (referred to as the Primate House) include the
Prehensile-tailed Porcupine (very odoriferous), Siamangs,
Squirrel Monkeys, Lion Tail Macaque Monkeys (also
very odoriferous), Colobus Monkeys, Binturongs (a bear
cat with a frito-like smell so strong that one Binturong is
fondly called “Popcorn”), and Birds (Hyacinth Macaws
and Goldie’s Lorikeets). In fact, Popcorn is the Zoo’s
local celebrity. Ted Grannan and Popcorn have appeared
on both the David Letterman Show and Good Morning,
America. The Discovery Center also houses the “Leaping
Lizards” exhibit where over 100 Green Anoles freely
cavort in their own tropical mini-forest installed with an
effective air filtration system.
The air handling system in Mesker Park Zoo’s Discovery
Center was designed with 21 air changes per hour and
oversized ductwork. The heating and air conditioning
systems are synchronized to dry the floors which are
hosed down daily. They use 80% re-circulated air and
only 20% outside air. Using cleaned, re-circulated air cuts
down on the expense of heating large amounts of cold
outside air in the winter and cooling and dehumidifying
large amounts of outside air in the summer. For animal
comfort, temperatures above 40· F are required. The
HVAC system uses standard 35% prefilters and 95% final filters - no messy
charcoal or other pellets. A twostage magnahelic gauge reads the
pre and final filters and lets the zoo
personnel know when the filters
need to be changed. The prefilters are changed approximately
every three months; the final
filters, annually.

The patented CosaTron process uses
solid state electronic components
to control the behavior of odorous
gases, aerosols and fine particles
suspended in the conditioned air.
CosaTron causes them to collide
and stick together to form larger
particles through a natural
process called “coagulation.”
Once large enough, the
particles are easily carried
by the air currents back
one of the worst “odor”
to the returns where
offenders – Teddy the Porcupine
they are captured by

The odors at Mesker Park Zoo
are so well controlled by the
CosaTron system that the facility
contains not only the Discovery
Room Auditorium and Offices, but
the Zoo Gift Shop! Ted Grannan and
the Mesker Park Zoo are very proud
of their new Discovery Center - and
CosaTron is proud to be a part of
the operation of this unique,
entertaining and educational
facility.
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